In this paper we investigate the minimal-program complexity of several types of pseudo-recursive and pseudo-random sequences when the resources used for their computation are restricted. For several types of these sequences their minimal-progra m complexity increases enormously whenever the resources for their computation is restricted in any effective manner at all. In particular, it is shown that Church random sequences must have very high minimal-program complexity when the computation resources are effectively restricted; whereas, it is known that when there are no restrictions on resources, there are Church random sequences with extremely low minimal-program complexity.
INTRODUCTION
In Daley (1971a) the minimal-program complexity of several formulations of pseudo-recursive and pseudo-random sequences was investigated in an attempt to confirm the intuitive notion that pseudo-recursive sequences should have low complexity and pseudo-random sequences high complexity. However, it was shown that there is a Church random sequence of extremely low complexity. In this paper, having observed that the computation time for this Church random sequence grows faster (and, hence, cannot be bounded by) any total recursive function, we effectively bound the amount of resources (computation time, length of tape, etc.) allowed for the computation of a sequence and measure the resulting growth rate under this restriction of the minimal length of programs for computing the initial segments of the sequence. In so doing, we arrive at a related complexity measure, the bounded uniform minimal-program complexity. The idea of a bounded minimalprogram complexity was originally suggested by Kolmogorov (1965) and initially investigated by Barzdin (1968) . The desirability of such a measure is DALEY that it measures the information content of sequences while taking into account the difficulty of computing such sequences with such information.
For some of the pseudo-recursive sequences, their bounded minimalprogram complexity is no higher than their minimal-program complexity. For other pseudo-recursive sequences, though, there are examples of these sequences whose bounded complexity is extremely high. Such sequences must be regarded as unsuitable as a formulation of pseudo-recursive sequence. These sequences also demonstrate the existence of "all-or-nothing" trade-offs between information content (i.e., program size) and computation time. Finally, Church random sequences possess very high bounded complexity and so it is possible to separate the pseudo-random and the (remaining) pseudo-recursive sequences within this complexity hierarchy. In contradistinction to these types of "all-or-nothing" trade-offs, an investigation of gradual information-computation resource trade-offs is carried out in Daley (1971b) .
The definitions and notations used in this paper are the same as in Daley (1971@ For convenience, some of these are repeated here.
Notations and Definitions
N the set of positive integers.
X* the set of all finite binary sequences.
X ~° the set of all infinite binary sequences.
x(n)
the nth member of the binary sequence x. x n the initial segment of length n of x. I x i the length of x, the number of symbols of x. Sr,(x) the number of l's occurring in x% O~(x) the position of the nth 0 occurring in x. t~(n) the position of the nth I occurring in x.
V°~n "for all but finitely man?" n G N." ~n "there exist infinitely many n ~ N." #j's "the number of integersj." /zy "the least binary string y with respect to the lexicographical ordering" when y denotes a string.
(i,j] = {k l i < k <~j}. ~.,~1 = ~(i + l)... x(j).
, limiting relative frequency of x.
-= {flf is unbounded, nondecreasing, total recursive}. ~0 = {f if~ and lim~_,~(n --f(n)) = q-oo}.
x is near recursive <x, there exists a recursive sequence r such that ~(x ~-r) : 1.
x is strongly near recursive -v> there exists a recursive sequence r such that x ~ r is dense.
x is recursively approximable <:> for every one-to-one total recursive function g there is a recursive sequence r such that q)(x o g ~ r o g) = I.
x is ahnost recursive <e> there exists a partial recursive function cp such that if x(n) = 1, then q~(n) = #m's (m < n and x(m) = 1).
x is retraceable ~:. there exists a partial recursive function ~ such that ifx(n) = 1 then (1) if t,(1) = n then c?(n) = n and (2) if l,(m) ~-n for m > 1 then q~(n) = tx(m --1).
The selection sequence y off for x is defined by y(n) = f (n, x~-l) , where f: N × X*--~ {0, 1}.
x is Church random ~ for every total recursive function f for which the selection sequence y off for x is infinite, q)(x o tu) = -~-.
Lower case Greek letters (excepting qo and e) will denote members of X*.
Let {%}~x* be an acceptable G6del numbering and let s be a total recursive function satisfying the S-m-n theorem, V~rVaVn. ~o.,.(~.~)(n) = 9~(a, n), and the "linearity condition" Vvr3cVa. I s(~r, ~r)[ ~< [ a I q-c, and let U be the "universal function" such that V~rVn. U(rr, n) = ~(n). The uniform minimal program complexity of x ~ is defined by K(x'; n) = min{I 1r } I ~r ~ X* and Vi ~< n. U(rr, i) = xi}, and the complexity classes by
We present for convenience also several of the results stated in Daley (197la):
1.
2.
3.
4.
3cVx. x ~ ~; [~n. n + c] . 
BOUNDED ~/[INIMAL-PROGRAM COMPLEXITY
Let {q~}~+x* be a computational complexity measure for {cp~}~x. [see Blum (1967) ]. Thus, {q~} satisfies (1) ~%(n) is defined m-q~(n) is defined and (2) the predicate qS(n) ~ m is recursive in ~-, n, and m. Since our results hold for any such complexity measure {q~} in order to simplify notation we assume from now on that one such has been fixed. Let t: N--~ N. The bounded (with bound t) uniform minimal-program complexity of x n is defined by, Kt(x"; n) = min{I ~r r l Vi ~< n. ~o~(i) = x ~ and ~b~(n) ~< t(n)}.
Since q~(n) ~< m is a recursive predicate, K~(x~; n) <~ m is also a recursive predicate for every partial recursive function ~ whenever ~v(j) is defined for everyj ~< n. Thus for the bounded complexity measure we have the following.
Basic Property. The set { yl~.~] I K®(Y~; n) ~< m} is effectively computable whenever 9 is partial recursive and 9(j) is defined for allj ~< n.
The complexity classes are defined by,
Upper bounds on the minimal-program complexity of sequences were determined in Daley (1971a) as follows. A partial recursive function % and binary strings/3~ were found such that Vn. Vi ~ n. %(]3~, i) -~ x i and then the linearity of theS-m-nfunctions was used to conclude that x ~ ~[An.lfi~l +c] for some constant c. If % is total, i.e., if ~%(/~, n) is defined for all fi and n, then one can obtain an upper bound on the computation resources required to compute x using {/~} by letting t(n) = max{q)d~,~)(i ) I i ~< n and l/~ I ~ n}. In this manner we obtain the following theorems directly from their counterparts listed above.
THEOREM I. There is a total recursive function t and a constant c such that
Vx. x e ~[An. n ÷ c I t]. However, for the other types of pseudo-recursive sequence considered, the function % is only a partial fimction. For example, in the case of a recursively enumerable sequence x, % interprets/3~ as the binary representation of the last member of {i <~ n I x(i) = l} enumerated by a function h which enumerates the l's of x in a one-to-one fashion. It then computes x i by enumerating l's of x using h until the number represented by fl~ is produced, fills in the 0's and marks off the first i bits. However, if a string/3 representing a number larger than that represented by/~, is substituted for/~, then %(fl, i) will not halt, and the above technique for obtaining an effective upper bound for the computation resources needed will fail. We will in fact show by a diagonalization construction that there are instances of each of these types of pseudorecursive sequence which experience a drastic increase in program complexity when an a priori effective upperbound is placed on the computation resources available. 
Such a ~ exists since the number of sequences y of length d(n) for which K~(,) ( ya(,~; d(n) Q.E.D.
A result similar to Theorem 9 is stated without proof in Kanovic [1971] for a somewhat different notion of program complexity. Letting f----An. n --[log2 n] we obtain as a corollary to Theorem 9 that there is a reeursively enumerable sequence x such that Vc < 1, x ~ ~a[~n. c . n] . This is similar to Barzdin's result [see Barzdin (1968) ] that there is a recursively ennmerable sequence x such that for every total recursive function t, 3ctVn. Kt(x'; n) >/ c t • n. Although the distinction between these two appears to be mainly one of quantification, By the same argument used in Theorem 9, we conclude that x q~ ~ba [f] . We now show that x is retraceable. Suppose x(u) ~ 1 so that l~(v) = u for some v. We wish to find t~(v --1) from u in some effective manner. Now u effectively determines an n and k. such that Q.E.D.
Since every retraceable sequence is almost recursive, we have the following.
THEOREM 11. Vf ~ ~o, there exists an almost recursive sequence x such that
We now turn our attention toward the pseudo-random sequences and their relation to the bounded complexity hierarchy. As stated in the introduction, the Church random sequence constructed in Daley (197la) can be computed by very short programs only by using effectively unspecifiable amounts of computation resources. We now show this directly. A slightly stronger version of this result can be obtained using the techniques developed in Schnorr (1971) .
THEOREM 12. If X is a Church random sequence, then x ~ cgba[An, n/2].
Proof. Suppose x ~ cg~4[An, n/2], then for some total recursive function t, x ~ ~[ln. n/2 I t]. We will construct a selection sequence y and an effective betting sequence z such that q~(x o t~ ~ z) 5+ ½. This will show that x is not Church random, since from z we can effectively construct two selection sequences z0 and z 1 (the places where we bet 0 and 1, respectively) such that either qS(x o tz0 ) =/= ½ or q)(x o tq) =/= ½. We will attempt to guess members of x in stages. At each stage n > 1, we will attempt to guess some values of 
chances of doing this during stage n. One's intuition might suppose that we are able to halve the number of candidates at each comparison, in which case, after (d(n)/2)+ 1 such comparisons, we would have eliminated all the sequences of K~ except x a(~l and would be assured of making approximately d(n)/2 correct guesses and 0 incorrect guesses.
However, we cannot assume that we are able to halve the number of candidates, and so we must alter the above procedure as follows. We proceed to eliminate candidates for x by observation as long as we are sure of being able to eliminate at least 5/16 of the candidates, i.e., as long as at least 5/16 of the candidates take the value 0 and at least 5/16 the value 1. (The fraction 5/16 was selected for the properties (1 -(5/16)) a > 5/16 and (i -(5/16)) 2-' < ½ for an appropriate e). If we are able to eliminate at least 5/16 of the candidates for each j ~ (d(n --1), d(n) ], then since (1 --(5/16)) 2-' < x ~, we have That is, after (2 --e) ((d(n) /2) -~ 2) observations, we are able to make at least 1 correct guess and 0 incorrect guesses. However, whenever we are not sure of eliminating at least 5/16 of the candidates, we bet with the majority of candidates. If we have guessed incorrectly, then since we have eliminated at least (1 --(5/16)) of the candidates, and since 5/16 < (1 --(5/16)) 3, this incorrect guess is equivalent to three observations which would have reduced the number of candidates to (1 --(5/16)) ~ of the original. Because of this "saving" of two observations in our effort to track down x a(~) in K,~, we will be sure of making two correct guesses for every incorrect guess. It then follows that q~(x o t~ ~ z) ) -~ # ½. We now give the formal details. That y is an effective selection sequence and z an effective betting sequence follows from the existence of total recursive functions f and g such that y(j) = f(j, M -1) and z(j) = g (j, ytCj, , xZ~ij, . d(n) 
Q.E.D.
One would suppose that this proof should work for any p < ½ rather than just 5/16, but the requirement that (1 --p)~k+l < pe for some k prevents this. We note that if the proof did go through for any p < 4, then we could show for any c < 1 that x ~ ~?ba [An. c • n] .
Although it has been shown that Church random sequences must have very high bounded complexity, there do exist sequences of lower bounded complexity which exhibit some randomness properties. The notion of recursively unbiased sequence is defined in Loveland [1966] . A sequence x is recursively unbiased if and only if for every recursive sequence r, q~(x o tr) = ½. We now show that x is recursively unbiased. Suppose not. Then there is a recursive sequence y such that ~(x o ty) :A 4. Define x~(n) = x(n " p + j) for 0 <~j <~ p. Then for some j, ~b(xj o t~) :A 4, but xj = r for 0 ~<j ~< p, which is a contradiction.
However, it is possible to obtain the following lower bound for the bounded complexity of recursively unbiased sequences. Proof. Suppose x ~ ~oa[An. log log(n) -3], then x ~ ~[An. log log(n) -3 i t] for some total recursive t. We will construct a recursive sequence y such that qS(x o tv) ~ ½. We construct y in stages. At each stage n > 0 we define ylal~-l).a(~)] where d(0) = 0 and d(n) = 2 a~. Let K n = {ya(~)lKt(ya(~); d(n)) <~ n --3} and let h~ be the cardinality of K~, so k~ < 2n-% By our assumption on x, x a(~) ~ K~, so that K~ is a collection of candidates for x ~(a).
Since we are not allowed to use the prior history of the sequence x in deciding whether or not to select the mth member of x, we are unabIe to eliminate any of the candidates for x e{~} as we were able to do in the proof of Theorem 12. We, therefore, adopt a strategy whereby we are able at each stage to select a substring of x consisting either entirely of 0's or entirely of l's, although we wilt be unable to determine which. Therefore, in going from one stage to another we wilI not be able to assure that the two substrings selected are both strings of 0's or strings of l's. Because of this we make the strings at later stages of sufficient length to cancel the effects of earlier strings. We proceed with the formal details.
Let Yl ,..., Yk~ be the members of K~. We define a pattern at stage n to be a string of the form Yl ( Q.E.D.
Letf e ~0 and let y be any nonrecursive sequence. Construct the sequence x by, x(n) = 1 <=> qm. n = 2 "f(m) and y(m) = 1. One then shows in a straightforward manner that x e W°e [f] . Also, x is nonrecursive and very often inherits the properties of y. Using this technique of dilution one can show the existence of near recursive, strongly near recursive, recursively approximable, recursively enumerable, almost recursive, and retraceable sequences which have extremely low bounded minimal-program complexity.
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